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Security Forum - Mission

promote effective information security as an essential quality throughout all information systems architectures, to enable timely delivery of the right data to the right people.

the outside …
- networks …
- Internet …
- Web …

the inside

Secure Boundaryless Information Flow means disclosure only to the right people … wherever they are.
Security Forum - Vision

- Address all aspects of information security in distributed computing environments and mobile/wireless computing.
- Global coverage – includes policy and legal/regulatory as well as technical issues.
- Recognition that the prime business driver is management of risk in eBusiness – so close relationship with Active Loss Prevention Initiative
- Business Managers have the knowledge and tools to manage the risks associated with the security of their IT systems through:
  - Managers (business) guides to Security topics
  - A standards based infrastructure for:
    - integration of security services
    - integration of the extended enterprise
  - Architecture guide enabling software architects & designers to design their own security systems to suit the needs of their own businesses
Security Forum - Roadmap

- Follow-on managers guides (in MGIS series):
  - Data Privacy (2002)
  - Secure Email (2003)
  - Others …
- Security Design Patterns V1 technical guide (2002)
- Identity Management in extended enterprise
- Access Control business scenario
  - Follow-on managers guide (2003)